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exceptional case, which should prevail in spite of the general rule
(vs 661) .6 Being questioned he explained that the case was exceptional
because the king's business was concerned. The boatman then offered
to take him over for five of the ten jewels; and the messenger con-
sented, so as to fulfil the king's command. He brought the remaining
five jewels to the king at the appointed time, and explained the loss
of the other five, quoting vss 89, 907 to show the sanctity of a king's
commands. The king was pleased and gave him the other five jewels
as a reward.
1. SR does not mention these ordinary jewels. 2. So JR; SR and MR say for
a large sum, but MR mentions ten crores as the price of the ten similar jewels, and
SR puts their price at six crores apiece. BR similarly mentions a crore and a quarter
apiece as the price of the ten jewels. In SR the king appeals to " judges of jewels "
to fix the price of this rare jewel; and similarly in MR to fix the price of the ten others
which he sends after. This seems to be hinted at in JR also. 3. Pour BR, JR. 4. All
that follows of the messenger's adventures MR puts into the messenger's own mouth;
he tells it to the king on his return. 5. Vs 456 only hi SR, JR; 229 only in SR, MR.
6. BR omits this whole sentence, and the vs is not found in MR either. 7. Vs 89 in
all; 90 only in MR, JR, while BR has the similar vs 88.
6. Story of the Sixth Statuette.   Vikrama Gratifies a lying Ascetic
Once in the spring Vikrama went into a pleasure-grove (elaborately
described) to enjoy amorous delights with his women (also described
with much detail).1 Near here was a shrine of Ca^cl!,2 where a certain
ascetic dwelt in celibacy. His passions were aroused by the sight of
the king's harem, and he reflected that asceticism was foolish, and
that he might better apply to the king and obtain worldly delights.3
He did so, saying that after 50 4 years of penance the goddess had
become propitiated,5 and had sent him to King Vikrama to obtain
fulfilment of his desires, alleging that she had given the king instruc-
tions as to what to give him. The king knew this story to be false,6
but because the man was a suppliant he granted his desires, built a
city for him, and gave him untold riches and many beautiful women.7
1. BR has nothing of this. 2. JR does not mention this; simply an ascetic in the
forest. 3. This sentence not in BR, 4. So SR, BR; 100 years MR,; no period named
JR. 5. In SR the goddess is represented to have commanded him directly to become
a family man (" householder "), 6. In JR he reflects on the difficulty of completely
conquering the passions, and the danger which the sight of women brings tb a celibate*
7, Curiously, MR does not include women in the gift.

